WHAT MEMBERS COLLECT
Contact use at tricitiesstampclub@gmail.com
We will put you in touch with a member that collects similar stamps.
MEMBER 13
Collecting early US, horses, Norway, Bolivia, old Lithuania, India.
MEMBER 7
Collecting world wide with a topical collection of mountains and am interested in square stamps
and covers.
MEMBER 10
Collecting: US to 1984 - Moderate collection. All but the most expensive.
Ireland to 1990 - Detailed collection. Mostly MNH. In Palo Specialty Album.
Italy - Moderate collection to 1990. In Davo specialty albums. MNH from 1935 on.
Finland. Detailed collection to 2003. Many early and all MNH from 1917 on in Scott Specialty
Album.
France - Detailed collection to 2000 in Scott and Lighthouse Specialty albums.
Japan to 1995. Moderate collection. MNH from 1930’s almost complete. In Scott Specialty
Albums.
Brazil to 1985. Moderate collection. Just putting together in Scott Specialty Albums.
Costa Rica to 1980. Almost complete collection. In Palo Specialty Album.
UN Complete MNH to 2010 including many sheets, plate blocks, flag sheets and various
versions of Scott 38 and 38a.
Also has a nice general collection of Latin America in Minkus Albums to 1980.
MEMBER 14
Collecting U.S. Portugal, Italy, Denmark, England
MEMBER 3
Collecting U. S. new and used, U.S. First Day Covers, U. N. First Day Covers, Postmarks, along
with a lot of miscellaneous U. S. and foreign.
MEMBER 6
US mint Commemoratives 1893-2011 (complete)
US mint Regular issues 1847-2011 (need 189 to complete including all pairs for coil stamps)
US used Commemoratives (actively collecting)
US used Regular issues (actively collecting)
US Postcards mint (nearly complete need 4 to finish)
US Postcards used (nearly complete)
US Commemorative plate blocks (1915-2011 only need 1 to complete, 1893-1915 have many
but rest too expensive)
US coil stamps with numbers (nearly complete)
Canada mint 1851-2011 (need 14 to complete)
Canada used (actively collecting)

United Nations mint (early issues complete need to finish 2000 to present)
MEMBER 1
Princess Diana
Japanese
MEMBER 15
All US and love the back-of-book stamps,
19th century foreign,
Canal Zone,
A few confederates, and
Philippines (new).
MEMBER 5
US Possessions such as Cuba, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, etc.
MEMBER 2
Scouting. Collect world-wide Scout stamps (Boy Scout and Girl Guides) and first day covers.
I help maintain a list of new Scouting issues on the SOSSI website: www.sossi.org
and specialize in U.S. Scouting event covers
from 1910 through 1970 plus FDC cachets for the 1948, 1950, 1960, 1962 and 1967 U.S.
Scout issues as well as the 1960 and 1962 Canal Zone Scout stamp issues.
MEMBER 24
US Postal History
MEMBER 25
U. S. First Day Covers. Stamps on envelopes. Has collection of other items, but not working on
them at this time.
MEMBER 18
COMPETATIVE EXHIBITING:
1.
The US Navy Mass Flight of January 1937: single frame exhibit construction
complete--had been accepted for competition at the 2020 Willamette Valley Stamp Exhibition
and PIPEX 2020 (both cancelled so hoping for next year).
2.
An Introduction to Varney Air Grams: I have accumulated the material that I will be
using for either a single frame or two frame exhibit that is in the conceptual stage right now (my
next project to work on).
3.
The Giori Press: a single frame exhibit introducing this stamp production process that
results in multi-color stamps from a single pass of paper through the press. I've accumulated
some material and have completed some of the research needed so I am in the early stages of
conceptual development.
4.
The Northwest's Own Air Mail Service: this will be a multi-phase exhibit project that
will start with a one or two frame exhibit presenting an introduction to Contract Air Mail Route 5
through first flight covers and very early commercial usage then progressing through CAM 32,

Army Air Mail Service, combination of CAMs 5 and 32, all including route changes and
additions, etc. Lot of research and material collection has been completed--need to start
conceptual development.
SERIOUS COLLECTING
1.
Greenland from the early polar bear parcel stamps through 1990: mostly working with
postal history now instead of stamps.
2.
Allied Military Government stamps: a general stamp collection for all issuing areas but
am working on a specialized study of the AMG Germany issues (different colors, papers and
perforations).
3.
Ryukyu Islands: have pretty much completed a general stamp collection (still have some
of the very expensive issues yet to acquire) but am working on early Army Post Office
cancellations and a specialized study of the currency change issue (different colors, papers and
perforations).
4.
Bicycle (topical): have accumulated quite a bit of interesting material but my interest
lies mostly with local bicycle post stamps and usages.
NOT SO SERIOUS COLLECTING
1.
The modern US Officials: including usages on cover.
2.
Sudan: mostly just the camel issues and some postal history.
3.
Japan: not very actively and just because I think the stamps are beautiful.
4.
Finland: general collection but concentrating on the very early issues.
5.
US: general collection through 1960.
6.
FDC Cachet collections: C25a, C31, Palomar issue, Gemini Space Twins issue.
ODDS AND ENDS
1.
Worldwide Early Air Mail Issues: through 1933.
2.
Zeppelin and Dornier material: worldwide stamps and some covers.
3.
FAMs 14 and 18.
4.
Haiti Air Mail Covers: up to WW2.
5.
Germany: definitive stamp issues up through early 1950s and some other issues that I
just like.
6.
Miscellaneous CAM and FAM first flight covers.
7.
Miscellaneous FDCs: just as they get my interest.
8.
Little America Penguin Cachets from the Byrd Expedition: I started a specialized study
of these several years ago and have thought about picking it up again actively.
NEW AREAS OF INTEREST
1.
US Revenues.
2.
US Post Office Seals.
3.
US mail damaged in processing or transit.
MEMBER 28
The world prior to 1940. Except for the Sand Dunes, Russia,
Isreal, Venezula, and United States.

MEMBER 16
I've collected stamps since I was a little girl, age 6, to present.
Have quite an extensive collection on US, UN, Germany, Norway, Vatican City.
Then instead of putting them stamp albums, I made exhibits on US flags, space,

